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Annihilates

Covid-19 

in just 30 seconds

Make your glass, your tools and your small objects SAFE!
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Maximum width  

206 mm

210 mm

Maximum length 340 mm

 

Maximum height 

Machine weight 4.2 kg

� Ideal for the optician that wishes to sanitize trial glasses, without using water or other fluids, with neither cleanser nor 

heat

� Through the utilization of a UV-C bulb with high germicide power it destroys the bacteria, viruses, germs, spores, molds 

and other micro-organisms or pathogens from the surface of the glasses in a few seconds, by modifying their DNA

� Germicide power is maximized due to internal reflecting hammered and mirrored aluminium surfaces and to the way 

the glasses are hung:  they are open and this allows a direct and close exposition of the glasses critical areas, the ones 

closer to people's eyes, such as the nosepad, the bridge, the hinges to UV-C rays 

� You can sanitize up to about 7 frames simultaneously, depending on their size

� An electronic timer allows you to choose the sanitization time between 10 seconds and 1 minute maximum, then 

automatically turning off the bulb: in this way you prevent the damage that the frames could suffer if the machine is 

left switched on

� Safety of the user guaranteed from a cut-out switch that automatically turns off the light in case of sudden opening of 

the lid

� The lid is made of UV-proof plexiglass ®

� An electronic ballast keeps the performance of the bulb always at the same level, germicidal one, and automatically 

turns off the bulb at the end of its germicidal life. Without this component the bulb might be turned on, emitting a light, 

although its wavelength might not be germicidal anymore (253.70 nm)

� Its very nice design and the compact size allow the hygiene box to be placed on the optician's benches and to give the       

shop a good image of attention to hygiene as well as a sense of elegance and design.

Machine for sanitizing trial frames by a germicide UV-C bulb

Accessory Basket 
code C3402 
(Optional)

A practical painted basket, 
which easily fits into 
the equipment,  offers the 
possibility of sanitizing optical 
smaller parts, such as lenses 
and tools, and small objects of 
daily use such as keys, masks, 
pens, mobile phones etc.

Feed voltage

  

 

12 W            -      10 W

 

Maximum power

Bulb average lifetime            ~ 8000h (depending from the brand)
            

 

230V-240V -      120V

Hygiene box      code A3400


